
Did such person acquire stock in the
corporation, directly or indirectly, from_

the distributee during the 10 years 
prior to the redemption?

Yes

Yes

No

No

Sec. 302(c)(2)(B)(ii)Yes
Acq'd w/n
10 years

Yes

No

Sale /
Exchange

Below
80% Threshold

Did the 
distributee
own only 

voting preferred_
stock (and

no common 
stock), either 

directly or
through 

attribution?

Is there only one
class of stock

outstanding before
 the redemption?

Section 301 Applies

Pursuant
to Plan

Immediately after the 
distribution, was the 

distributing corporation
actively engaged in the _

conduct of a qualified 
trade or business?

Yes

Sec. 301 Applies

The redemption is treated as a distribution _
in part or full payment in exchange for the 
stock (e.g. sale or exchange treatment).

Is the common
disproportion 

percentage less_
than 80%?

YesYesYes

No

Both
Redeemed

Yes

Sec. 302(c)(2)(A)(ii)
Reg. 1.302-4(c)
Rev. Rul. 76-496
Rev. Rul.  81-233

Yes No

No

No

Corporate
Owners

Yes

Sec. 303(a)

Included in
Gross Estate

No

Yes

Multiple Classes
of Common

Yes

Yes

Spec. Rules
Yes

Taking into consideration the section 318 attribution rules, but not considering that the redemption fails to
 meet requirements of section 302(b)(2), (3), or (4), and not considering the business purpose of the 

redemption, was the redemption not essentially equivalent to a dividend (determined at the shareholder 
level)?_(e.g., was there a "meaningful reduction in the shareholder's proportionate interest"?)

The redemption is treated 
as a distribution in part

or full payment in exchange
for the stock (e.g. sale

 or exchange treatment).  
This result occurs even if
the stock redeemed was

section 306 stock. 
See section 306(b)(1)(B).

Sale / Exchange

Sec. 302(a)

Sec. 302(a)

For non-corporate
partners and
beneficiaries

Yes

Was the stock redeemed
section 306 stock?

No

Avoidance
Purpose

Yes

No

Sec. 302(c)(2)(B)(ii)

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

FMV
Determination

Ceasing 
of QTOB

Substantially
Dispropor-

tionate 
302(b)(2)

Waiver of
Family

Attribution
302(b)(3) &

(c)(2)

Sec. 302(c)(2)(A)(i)
Reg. 1.302-4(d), (e), (f)
Rev. Rul.  59-119
Rev. Rul.  70-104
Rev. Rul. 70-639
Rev. Rul.  71-426
Rev. Rul. 71-562
Rev. Rul. 76-524
Rev. Rul.  84-135

Sec. 302(c)(2)(C)(i)

Yes

Bequest

JAS Liability

No

Below
50% Threshold

Sec. 302(b)(2)(B)
Rev. Rul. 68-601

Sec. 302(d)

Redemption
317(b)

Corp.
Distrib'ee

No

Was the distribution attributable to the
distributing corporation's ceasing to

conduct a qualified trade or business?

For corporate
partners and
beneficiaries

Treat the stock held by the
pass-thru entity as if it were

actually held proportionately_
by its corporate partners or

beneficiaries.

Yes

Proportionate

No

Yes

Avoidance
Purpose

From
Related

Yes

Was the distributee a 
partnership, trust, estate,

or corporation?

No

Sec. 302(a)
Sec. 317(b)Yes

Section 302 Distributions in Redemption of Stock
Start

These rules are 
not applicable.

Did a corporation make a distribution
in redemption of its stock?

Without consideration of
the family attribution rules 
of section 318(a)(1), (but

taking into consideration the
other attribution rules of

section 318) immediately
after the distribution did the 
distributee have no interest
in the corporation (including

an interest as an officer,
director, or employee, other _

than an interest as
a creditor)?

Taking into consideration all
of the section 318 attribution
rules, immediately after the

redemption, does the 
distributeee shareholder own

less than 50% of the total
combined voting power of
all classes of stock entitled

to vote?

Yes

No

The redemption is treated as a distribution in part or full 
payment in exchange for the stock (e.g. sale or exchange 

treatment).  This result occurs even if the stock redeemed _
was section 306 stock.  See section 306(b)(1)(B).

Within 10 years of such
distribution, did the

distributee acquire any
such interest in the
corporation (or in a

subsidiary or successor
corporation)?

Was the acquired
interest stock
acquired by
bequest or

inheritance?

No

Has the distributee
filed an agreement
to notify the IRS

of an acquisition within
the 10 year period?

Taking into consideration
the section 318 attribution
rules, calculate the ratio
of voting stock owned by

the shareholder as a
percentage of all voting
stock of the corporation 
immediately before the 
distribution.  This is the 
"pre-redemption voting

percentage" or "Pre-RVP."

Yes

Yes

Did the acquisition by the distributee 
have as one of its principle purposes_
the avoidance of federal income tax? Did the disposition by the 

distributee have as one of 
its principal purposes the 

avoidance of federal income tax?_

Sec. 302(b)(3)
Sec. 302(c)(1)

Yes

Sec. 302(c)(2)(A)(ii)
Rev. Rul. 72-380
Rev. Rul.  75-5
Rev. Rul.  79-334

Sec. 302(c)(2)(A)(iii)
Reg. 1.302-4(a)

Sec. 302(c)(2)(B)(i)

Sec. 302(c)(2)(B)(i)

Sec. 302(c)(2)(B), flush
Reg. 1.302-4(g)
Rev. Rul.  56-556
Rev. Rul.  57-387 Sec. 302(c)(2)(B), flush

Reg. 1.302-4(g)
Rev. Rul.  56-556
Rev. Rul.  57-387

Yes

Apply the following rules
to both the entity and

to each related person.
In addition, each related
person must agree to be
jointly and severally liable

for any deficiency (including
interest and penalties)

resulting from an acquisition
within 10 years of
the distribution.

Is the stock which was
acquired from the distributee_

being redeemed in the 
same transaction?

No

No

Taking into consideration
the section 318 attribution
rules, calculate the ratio
of voting stock owned by 

the shareholder as a
percentage of all voting
stock of the corporation 
immediately after the

redemption.  This is the 
"post-redemption voting

percentage" or "Post-RVP."

Calculate the ratio
of Post-RVP as a 
percentage of Pre-
RVP. This is the 

"voting disproportion
percentage"
or "VDP."

Was the redemption
made pursuant to a 
plan the purpose or 
effect of which is a 

series of redemptions
resulting in a distribution
which (in the aggregate)

is not substantially
disproportionate with

respect to the shareholder?

Sec. 302(b)(2)(C)
Reg. 1.302-3(a)(2)
Rev. Rul. 77-237

Sec. 302(b)(2)(C)

Post-RVP
Pre-RVP

= ___% (VDP)

Sec. 302(b)(2)(C)(i)
Voting Shs Owned
Total Voting Shs
    (as reduced)

= ___% (Post-RVP)Voting Shs Owned
Total Voting Shs

= ___% (Pre-RVP)

No

Sec. 302(b)(2)(C)(ii)

Is there more than
one class of common

stock?
No

Taking into consideration
the section 318 attribution

rules, calculate the ratio of_
common stock owned by

the shareholder as a
percentage of all common

stock of the corporation
immediately before the
distribution.  This is the 

"pre-redemption common 
percentage" or "Pre-RCP."

Yes Sec. 302(b)(2)(C),
flush

Taking into consideration
the section 318 attribution
rules, calculate the ratio of
common stock owned by

the shareholder as a
percentage of all common

stock of the corporation 
immediately after the 

redemption.  This is the
"post-redemption common
percentage" or "post-RCP."

Calculate the ratio
of Post-RCP as a 
percentage of Pre-
RCP.  This is the 

"common disproportion
percentage" or "CDP."

Yes

Sec. 302(b)(2)(C)No

Sec. 302(b)(2)(C)

Post-RCP
Pre-RCP

= ___% (CDP)

Sec. 302(b)(2)(C)(i)

Common Shs Owned
Total Common Shs
    (as reduced)

___% (Post-RCP)Common Shs Owned
Total Common Shs

___% (Pre-RCP)

Sec. 302(b)(2)(C)(ii)

Taking into consideration all 
of the section 318 attribution 
rules, was the redemption

in complete redemption of all 
of the stock of the corporation _

owned by the shareholder?

N/A

Sale / Exchange

Entity Waiver

Sec. 302(c)(2)(C)

Sec. 302(a)

10 Year Look-Forward

IRS Agreement

10 Year Look-Back

Transferor Redeemed

The redemption is treated 
as a distribution in part

or full payment in exchange
for the stock (e.g. sale

 or exchange treatment).  
This result occurs even if
the stock redeemed was

section 306 stock. 
See section 306(b)(1)(B).

Sale / Exchange

Sec. 302(a)

No

Was the redeemed stock acquired
direct or indirectly, from a person 

the ownership of whose stock 
would (at the time of the 

distribution) be attributable 
to the distributee under 

section 318(a)?

No

Series of Redemptions Pre-Voting % Post-Voting %

Sec. 302(b)(2)(D)
Reg. 1.302-3(a)(3)

Voting Decrease
Below

80% Threshold

The following determinations
are made by reference

to fair market value.

Sec. 302(b)(2)(C), flush

Pre-Common % Post-Common % Common Decrease

Is the voting
disproportion 

percentage less _
than 80%?

The redemption is treated as a distribution _
of property to which section 301 applies.

Yes Sec. 302(b)(4)(A)

Was the distributee
a partnership, 

estate, or trust?

Pass-Thru Entities

Were any of the
partners or beneficiaries

corporations?

Sec. 302(e)(5)

Sec. 302(e)(5)

Sec. 302(e)(5)

No Did the distribution consist of the assets
of a qualified trade or business?  (a trade 

or business actively conducted throughout
the 5-year period ending on the date of 

the redemption and which was not
acquired by the corporation within that 5-
year period in a transaction in which gain

or loss was recognized in whole or in part.)

Assets of QTOB

Sec. 302(e)(2)(A)
Sec. 302(e)(3)

No No

Sec. 302(e)(2)(A)
Rev. Rul. 75-223

Engaged in QTOB

Sec. 302(e)(2)(B)

Was the 
distribution
pursuant to

a plan?

Sec. 302(e)(1)(B)

Sale / Exchange

No

No

Copying, scanning, or other duplication of_
this chart is strictly prohibited.

Disclaimer
This flowchart has been extensively reviewed to be as complete and
accurate as possible. However, due to the complexity of these rules,
this flowchart undoubtedly includes errors and omissions.  You 
should consult a tax professional for individual advice regarding you
own situation.  This flowchart is not updated for changes in the tax 
laws and should not be relied upon for any purpose whatsoever.
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Complete
Termination

302(b)(3)

Partial
Liquidation

302(b)(4)

Not EED
302(b)(1)

Yes

Was the distributee
a corporation?

Sec. 302(a)

The redemption is treated as a distribution
in part or full payment in exchange for the _

stock (e.g. sale or exchange treatment).

The redemption is treated 
as a distribution in part

or full payment in exchange
for the stock (e.g. sale

 or exchange treatment).

Sec. 302(b)(1). (b)(5)
Reg. 1.302-2(a), (b)
U.S. v. Davis, 397 U.S. 301 (1970)

Was the distribution in
complete liquidation of_

the corporation?

Was the liquidating distribution
made by a  personal holding 

company?

PHC

Sec. 331(b), Sec. 316(b)(2)(B)

Special rules apply that may make a portion of the _
distribution treated as a section 301 distribution.  

See section 331(b) and section 316(b)(2)(B).

The liquidation is treated as a distribution in full payment in 
exchange for the stock.  If a corporation was a shareholder 

and the liquidation meets the requirements of section 332(b), _
then no gain or loss may be recognized.  See section 332.

Sec. 331(b)
Sec. 332

Complete
Liquidation
(331/332)

The redemption is treated as a distribution_
of property to which section 301 applies.

No

Did any person own (at the time of
the distribution) stock the ownership

of which is attributable to the 
distributee under section 318(a)?

Was any portion of 
the stock redeemed_
acquired during the 

10 years prior
to the redemption?

Was the stock of the corporation which has been redeemed 
included (for federal estate tax purposes) in the gross estate of 

a decedent and were the other requirements of section 303 met?_

No

To Pay
Death
Taxes

303

No

Did the disbribution
occur within the
taxable year in 

which the plan is
adopted or within
the succeeding
taxable year?

306 Stock

Sec. 306(c) Sec. 306(a)(2), (b)(1)(B)

Sale / Exchange

Sec. 331(b)
Sec. 316(b)(2)(B)

Within a Year
of the Plan

No

YesNo

Voting 
Pfd. Only Only 1 Class

Rev. Rul.
81-41

No

Did the distributee own 100% of the stock of 
the corporation, either directly or through attribution

both before and after the redemption?

100% Before
& After Not Essentially Equivalent to a Dividend ("Not EED")

U.S. v. Davis, 397 U.S. 301 (1970)

Sec. 302(c)(2)(B)(ii)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Transferee Redeemed

Sec. 302(e)(1)(B)

= =

Sec. 302(a)

Code § 302(a) provides that if a corporation redeems its stock in a redemption that meets one of the requirements
in Code § 302(b)(1), (2), (3) or (4), the redemption will be treated as a sale or exchange.  If the redemption does
not meet one of the requirements in Code § 302(b), Code § 302(d) states that the redemption will be treated as a
distribution to which the Code § 301 dividend rules apply. 

Individual shareholders often want distributions to meet one of the Code § 302(b) requirements, thereby achieving sale
or exchange treatment.  This typically allows for recovery of basis and capital gain treatment.  Corporate shareholders,
on the other hand, often want dividend treatment in order to take advantage of the dividends received deduction.

Liquidating Distribution

Administrator1
ClickHere
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